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ABSTRACT To segregate chromosomes in mitosis, cells assemble a mitotic spindle, a molecular machine with centrosomes
at two opposing cell poles and chromosomes at the equator. Microtubules and molecular motors connect the poles to kineto-
chores, specialized protein assemblies on the centromere regions of the chromosomes. Bipolarity of the spindle is crucial for
the proper cell division, and two centrosomes in animal cells naturally become two spindle poles. Cancer cells are often multi-
centrosomal, yet they are able to assemble bipolar spindles by clustering centrosomes into two spindle poles. Mechanisms of
this clustering are debated. In this study, we computationally screen effective forces between 1) centrosomes, 2) centrosomes
and kinetochores, 3) centrosomes and chromosome arms, and 4) centrosomes and cell cortex to understand mechanics that
determines three-dimensional spindle architecture. To do this, we use the stochastic Monte Carlo search for stable mechanical
equilibria in the effective energy landscape of the spindle. We find that the following conditions have to be met to robustly
assemble the bipolar spindle in a multicentrosomal cell: 1) the strengths of centrosomes’ attraction to each other and to the
cell cortex have to be proportional to each other and 2) the strengths of centrosomes’ attraction to kinetochores and repulsion
from the chromosome arms have to be proportional to each other. We also find that three other spindle configurations emerge if
these conditions are not met: 1) collapsed, 2) monopolar, and 3) multipolar spindles, and the computational screen reveals me-
chanical conditions for these abnormal spindles.
SIGNIFICANCE To segregate chromosomes, cells assemble a bipolar mitotic spindle. Multiple mechanical forces
generated by microtubules and molecular motors in the spindle govern the spindle architecture, but it is unclear what force
balances support the bipolarity of the spindle. This problem is especially difficult and important in cancer cells, which often
have multiple centrosomes that somehow are able to cluster into two spindle poles. By using stochastic energy
minimization in an effective energy landscape of the spindle and computationally screening forces, we find mechanical
conditions for mono-, multi-, and bipolar spindles. We predict how microtubule and motor parameters have to be regulated
in mitosis in multicentrosomal cells.
INTRODUCTION

Many cell biological problems converge on understanding
the dynamic architecture of molecular machines (1), for
example, mitotic spindles. During cell division, cells
assemble the spindle to segregate chromosomes (2). It is
crucial that the spindle is bipolar (Fig. 1) so that sister
chromatids segregate to two opposite poles and end in
two daughter cells. In animal cells, centrosomes (CSs)
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are organelles nucleating and anchoring minus ends of mi-
crotubules (MTs); a dynamic MT network spans the space
between CSs and chromosomes and connects to chromo-
somes by plus ends. Thus, despite the fact that the exact
role of CSs in the process of spindle assembly is not sim-
ple and varies between different cell types (3), more often
than not, CSs organize the spindle poles (4). It is, there-
fore, not surprising that having exactly two CSs per
mitotic cell is fundamentally related to the bipolarity of
the spindle.

Normally, CSs duplicate once per cell cycle, but various
perturbations can result in the accumulation of more than
two CSs per cell (5,6). Multi-CS cells are a common
feature of tumors, but certain healthy cells in our body
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FIGURE 1 Model schematics depicting the individual forces governing the mechanics of multicentrosomal spindles. (A) CSs aggregate into a single clus-

ter, and a monopolar spindle emerges when CSs attract each other (fCS-CS) or KTs (fCS-KT) and repel chromosome arms (fCS-CH). (B) In confinement of the cell

volume but without active interaction with the cortex, a multipolar spindle emerges when CSs repel each other. (C) CSs aggregate into two clusters at the

opposite cell poles, whereas chromosomes gather at the equator, creating a bipolar spindle when CSs are mutually attractive and also are attracted to the cell

cortex (fCS-CRTX). The orange annular ring denotes the presence of cortical pull. To see this figure in color, go online.

Multicentrosomal Clustering
also contain extra CSs, either transiently or permanently
(7). The presence of more than two CSs at the onset of
mitosis has long been associated with multipolar spindle
formation (Fig. 1; (4)). Multiple CSs and multipolar spin-
dles are often correlated with chromosome instability
(6,8), aneuploidy (9), erroneous merotelic attachments of
chromosomes (10,11), and other defects of chromosome
segregation (12).

In recent years, several studies have shown that a process
of ‘‘CS clustering’’—gathering multiple CSs into two
groups at the opposing spindle poles—is one of the main
pathways leading to the formation of the bipolar spindles
in multi-CS cells (4,5). However, not all cells appear to
have equal capacity to cluster multiple CSs (11,13); thus,
understanding the CS clustering mechanisms is of great
importance.

Distinct, but not mutually exclusive, mechanisms for
spindle self-organization have been proposed. These mech-
anisms range from intrinsic chemical and physical, to
extrinsic models (14), but the majority of the models are me-
chanical, relying on a balance of forces as the greatest
contributor to the spindle architecture (4,14,15). Chemical
and genetic inhibition, molecular screening, and microma-
nipulation experiments established that a great variety of
molecular and geometric factors (reviewed in (4)), including
minus-end molecular motors dynein (13) and kinesin-14
(5,12), as well as cell shapes and forces from neighboring
cells (5,16,17), act in the CS clustering mechanism.

The role of dynein and kinesin-14 led to two intuitive, but
again not mutually exclusive, hypotheses: 1) minus-end mo-
lecular motors pull on MTs spanning the distance between
two CSs, generating effective inter-CS attraction (Fig. 1;
(5)). This attraction force clusters multiple CSs. 2) Dynein
concentrated on a patch of the cell cortex and/or cortex con-
tractions can reel in MTs from a few CSs, bringing them
together (Fig. 1; (5)). However, a natural question is why
do the CSs cluster into exactly two groups? Why do such
mechanisms not lead to all CSs clustering into a single
group, causing the formation of a monopolar spindle
(Fig. 1)? Are these mechanisms, in fact, sufficient to prevent
the formation of the multipolar spindles? Are both inter-CS
and CS-cortex interactions necessary? All these spindle
types—monopolar (18–20), bipolar, and multipolar—have
been observed (5,11,12,21), so what are the necessary and
sufficient mechanics for the emergence of the bipolar
spindle?

Measuring and quantitatively manipulating forces in the
spindle is a great challenge (22,23), and so modeling has
long been a valuable tool complementing experimental
research of all stages and aspects of spindle dynamics
(17,24–32). Specifically, force-balance models have been
applied to reproduce the observed spindle structures,
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both in one-dimensional (19,33,34) and in two-dimen-
sional geometry (19,35). In this study, we introduce a
force-balance model in realistic three-dimensional (3D)
cell geometry and computationally screen CS-CS, CS-cor-
tex, and CS-chromosome forces to answer the questions
posed above.

The most straightforward approach would be agent-based
modeling (25,27,31,32), in which all MTs, motors, and or-
ganelles are simulated as agents obeying laws of mechanics.
Despite the significant advantages of such modeling, it has
two drawbacks. First, the possible number of molecular mo-
tors’ combinations in various parts of the spindle is too great
(reviewed in (15)), and the exact mechanics of the collective
motor force generation is still far from clear. Second, simu-
lating an agent-based model in three dimensions is so time-
consuming that screening many forces and parameters is out
of question (36). Therefore, we resort to the ‘‘interacting
particles’’ model, in which each CS and chromosome is a
particle interacting with other particles by pairwise isotropic
forces that depend on the distance between the interacting
particles (37). Each such force results from averaged action
of stochastic MTs’ and motors’ dynamics. Furthermore,
rather than solving equations of motion of all particles, in
this study, we use an energy-minimization approach to
determine spindle architectures corresponding to mechani-
cal equilibria (38) in the presence of the combined forces.
This approach allows us to rapidly screen the forces and de-
lineates conditions for the emergence of bipolar spindles in
multi-CS cells.

We find that these conditions are 1) the strengths of CSs’
attraction to each other and the cell cortex have to be propor-
tional to each other; 2) the strengths of CSs’ attraction to ki-
netochores (KTs) and repulsion from the chromosome arms
have to be proportional to each other; and 3) CS attraction to
the cortex has to be short-ranged, whereas CS interactions
with the chromosomes have to be on the scale of the cell
size. We also find that three other spindle configurations
emerge if these conditions are not met—1) collapsed, 2) mo-
nopolar, and 3) multipolar spindles (Fig. 1)—and the
computational screen reveals mechanical conditions for
these abnormal spindles. The model correctly reproduces
the ‘‘doughnut-like’’ distribution of the chromosomes in
the spindle and highlights the importance of the initial con-
ditions for the spindle development.
METHODS

There are two types of interacting particles in the model, CSs and chromo-

somes; in addition, the CSs interact with the cell cortex in a nontrivial way,

and chromosomes cannot penetrate the cortex. The CSs and chromosomes

reside in the cell, which is a prolate ellipsoid, and the cortex is the two-

dimensional surface or boundary of the cell. The particles interact with

four types of forces depicted in Fig. 1. Each force is a so-called ‘‘conserva-

tive’’ force, and so a potential energy corresponds to each pairwise interac-

tion. The sum of all these pairwise energies constitutes the total potential

energy of the system.
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Interactions between pairs of CSs

Each CS is a center of an MTaster with MTs undergoing the dynamic insta-

bility (39,40). When an MT growing from one CS reaches another CS or

overlaps with an MT growing from that other CS, an effectively attractive

or repulsive (depending on the motor types) force, fCS-CS, can be generated

by molecular motors interacting with these CSs and MTs (Fig. 1).

Using conventional assumptions of a large number of isotropically distrib-

uted MTs (19,41–43), we introduce the expressions for fCS-CS and for

respective potential energy of moving one CS from distance r1 to r2
away from another CS:

fCS�CS ¼ f
ð0Þ
CS�CSe

�r=L1 ; DECS�CS ¼ �f
ð0Þ
CS�CS

Z r2

r1

e�r=L1dr:

(1)

Here, f
ð0Þ
CS�CS is the force between a pair of proximal CSs, r is the distance

between CSs, and L1 is the spatial range of the force. Here, we utilize one of

the simplest and most frequently used exponentially decreasing spatial

dependence of the force; in the Supporting Materials and Methods, we

explore other spatial dependencies.
Interaction between a CS and a KT

There are two interactions between the CSs and chromosomes: CS-KT

interactions and interactions of CSs with chromosome arms. The so-called

K-fibers—MT bundles—connect the CS-KT pairs, and molecular motors

on the KTs and K-fibers generate net CS-KT attraction force (Fig. 1;

(44)). We use the simplest assumption that this force is constant and length

independent (19,45): fCS-KT ¼ f
ð0Þ
CS�KT. In certain cases, for example, when

we simulate the CSs and chromosomes not restricted by the cell boundary,

we use a cutoff distance for the CS-KT force such that the force is constant

below the cutoff and equal to zero above the cutoff. The corresponding po-

tential energy is

DECS�KT ¼ � f
ð0Þ
CS�KT

Z r2

r1

dr: (2)

Interaction between a CS and a chromosome arm

Another interaction is a repulsion between a CS and chromosome arms, fCS-CH
(Fig. 1). This force originates both from MT polymerization forces and from

kinesins on the arms interacting with the MT plus ends, and it decreases with

distance (46–50). We use the following expression for this force and respec-

tive potential energy:

fCS�CH ¼ f
ð0Þ
CS�CHe

�r=L1 ; DECS�CH ¼ �f
ð0Þ
CS�CH

Z r2

r1

e�r=L1dr:

(3)

Note that all three pairwise forces introduced above are between point-

like particles, and they are directed along the vectors connecting respective

pairs of bodies. CS-KTand CS-chromosome arm forces between a given CS

and a given chromosome are directed along the same line, as KT and chro-

mosome arms of a given chromosome are the same point-like particle in the

model. In a way, we exploit the fact that in one chromosome, the centers of

mass of both KTs and chromosome arms are close together, in the small vi-

cinity of the centromeric region. Thus, for a single chromosome, we use one

force vector between the CS and KT and another, parallel force vector be-

tween the CS and respective chromosome arms instead of the spatially

distributed force densities. There is still a difference between the KT and
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respective chromosome arms, in the sense that respective forces, though

parallel, may have different amplitudes and distance (to CS) dependence.

For example, the size of the chromosome arms may affect the magnitude

of the CS-CH repulsion force. Note also that the CS-CS and CS-chromo-

some arm forces are assumed to have the same ranges; the underlying

assumption is that average lengths of MTs connecting the CSs and extend-

ing from the CSs to the chromosome arms are the same.
Interaction between a CS and the cortex

MTs from the CSs reach the cortex on the inner cell boundary, and dynein

motors on the cortex pull on these MTs, generating the attraction (51–53).

We use the following expression for this force:

fCS�CRTXðrÞ ¼ f
ð0Þ
CS�CRTX

Z

U

e� j r�y j =L2 ðy� rÞ
jr� y j dy: (4)

Here, L2 is the average range of the attraction to the cortex, y is the co-

ordinate of a point on the cell surface, and r is the 3D coordinate of the CS.

The integration is over the cell surface U; in the simulations, the surface is

approximated by a discrete grid, as explained below, and the integral be-

comes the sum over the grid’s nodes. The corresponding energy of moving

the CS from point r1 to point r2 is

DECS�CRTXðr1; r2Þ ¼ �
Z

C

fCS�CRTXðrÞ , dr; (5)

where C is a segment starting at r1 and ending at r2.
Numerical implementation and energy
minimization

In principle, we could have solved equations of motion for the CSs and

chromosomes as follows: zidri/dt ¼ G(ri) þ
P

F(ri � rj), where zi is the

drag coefficient, ri is the position of the ith particle, rj are positions of all

other particles, F(,) are the pairwise forces, and G(,) is the force from

the cortex. However, the rules of movement are in fact unknown, and in

any case, we are only interested in the mechanical equilibria. Thus, we

introduce the total system’s mechanical energy: E ¼ P1(ri) þ
P

P2(ri �
rj), where P1 and P2 are the potential energies corresponding to the cortex

and other forces introduced above, and search for the geometric configura-

tions minimizing this energy. Such an approach was considered and justi-

fied in applications to macroscopic biological problems (54,55).

Considering cell states as minima in the energy landscapes is gaining popu-

larity (56); note that we consider a well-defined mechanical energy, as in

(55), rather than less concrete total energy, which is not easy to define for

a cell. Note also that computer simulations are necessary to explore the

model energy landscapes because mechanical equilibria of models even

simpler than ours can be very complex (57).

In most of the simulations, we consider eight CSs and 46 chromosomes,

which are represented by point-like particles. There is a steric repulsion be-

tween pairs of chromosomes that scales as inverse square mutual distance

and is on when the mutual distance falls below two units of the numerical

grid. The steric repulsion between two CSs or between CSs and chromo-

somes is not considered explicitly, but one particle is prohibited from mov-

ing onto a site, which is already occupied by any other particle. The results

do not depend sensitively on the steric repulsion range (Fig. S7 C). When

the spindle is simulated within the cell, CSs and chromosomes are not

allowed to pass through the cell boundary.

In simulations without the cell, we chose a large cubic lattice of size

120 � 120 � 120 mm3, and all the CSs and chromosomes were distributed

randomly within a small sphere at the center of this lattice at the onset of the
simulation. In the cellular geometry, a prolate ellipsoid with semiaxes 20,

15, and 15 mm is introduced, and the chromosomes and CSs are initially

randomly placed within the confinement. The cell volume is fragmented

into a 3D cubic lattice grid. The grid size is 1 mm for all cases. The ellipsoid

of the cortex is discretized into a finite number of approximately equidistant

nodes with the grid size similar to that in the cell volume.

The configuration of the system is updated using the Monte Carlo method

in the following manner:

1) A CS or a chromosome is selected randomly.

2) If it is a CS, move it to a vacant neighboring site chosen randomly and

calculate the respective energy change DE for moving it from initial po-

sition r1 (node from which the CS moved) to a neighboring position r2
(node to which the CS moved) by adding DECS-CS, DECS-CH, DECS-KT,

and DECS-CRTX (the latter, if the spindle is in the cell).

3) If it is a chromosome, do the same, but the energy change is calculated

by adding DECS-CH and DECS-KT only.

4) The move is accepted if DE % 0, or else the move is accepted with the

probability p ¼ e�bDE (Boltzmann weight), where b is the inverse of an

effective thermal energy (temperature) required to update the configura-

tion (58). Effective temperature, 1/b, was chosen from numerical trials.

As we report in the Supporting Materials and Methods, the energy dif-

ferences and the energy barriers between local minima in the spindle en-

ergy landscape are on the order of 100 pN � mm. When the chosen

temperature is much lower than this characteristic value, the spindle

in the simulations is frozen in a minimum near an initial configuration

and does not evolve. When the chosen temperature is much higher,

the spindle never settles in any energy minimum and keeps jumping

randomly between configurations. Thus, we used b ¼ 100 pN � mm,

which is on the order of the energy barriers between local minima in

the spindle energy landscape. A fewfold changes in temperature do

not change the results significantly (Fig. S7 D).

5) The simulations are carried out until a stable equilibrium configuration

is achieved. More precisely, we calculate the energies of the system dur-

ing 1000 time steps, by the end of which the system is normally not

evolving and energy is not changing. Then, we repeat the same proced-

ure for the next 1000 time steps as well. If the energy difference between

the earlier average at the end of the first run and the latter average is less

than a threshold of (�51 pN � mm), we conclude that the system has

attained equilibrium. The equilibrium statistics have been obtained by

averaging over �100–200 random initial configurations. In the equilib-

rium configuration, if two or more CSs are within a distance Lmerge
(which is equal to 1.5 mm, corresponding to when two CSs are in the

neighboring nodes of the numerical grid), they are considered to be clus-

tered.

The model parameters are listed in Table S1. The code for the Monte

Carlo simulation written in C can be downloaded from the Supporting Ma-

terials and Methods. The data analysis and plotting have been carried out in

MATLAB (The MathWorks, Natick, MA). A single simulation run takes

�40 min of real time until a mechanical equilibrium is achieved (in Intel(R)

Xeon(R) CPU having clock speed 2.20 GHz, RAM 50 GB).
RESULTS

We simulated the model with various combinations of the
four principal forces; detailed results are reported below
and depicted in Figs. 2, 3, and 4. In brief, first, we simulated
the spindle in the absence of the cell boundary, essentially
considering the spindle in an unconfined space. Bipolar
spindles do emerge in these simulations, but not robustly
(Fig. 2). Then, we introduced the cell boundary and cortex
and simulated either noninteracting or mutually repulsive
CSs and again did not detect the robust bipolarity (Fig. 3).
Biophysical Journal 119, 434–447, July 21, 2020 437
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FIGURE 2 Spindle assembly in an unconfined geometry. CSs are yellow; chromosome arms are blue and white; KTs are red. Representative simulation

snapshots for bipolar configurations are shown in the inset in a cyan frame. (A) The spindle collapses—both CSs and chromosomes aggregate—in the sole

presence of CS-KT attraction. (B) Both bipolar and multipolar with a small number of monopolar spindles develop when the CS-KT attraction is combined

with the CS-chromosome arm repulsion. (C) The CS-CS repulsion does not rescue the spindle from the collapse in the presence of the CS-KT attraction and

absence of the CS-chromosome arm repulsion. (D) Multipolar spindles emerge in presence of CS-CS repulsion when the CS-KTattraction is combined with

the CS-chromosome arm repulsion. (E) The spindle collapses when CS-KTattraction is supplemented with the CS-CS attraction. (F) Monopolar and bipolar

spindles emerge in the presence of the CS-CS attraction, CS-KT attraction, and CS-chromosome arm repulsion. To see this figure in color, go online.
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We found that the bipolar spindle emerges robustly when the
CSs are attracted to each other and the cortex and interact
with both KTs and chromosome arms (Fig. 4). In the end,
we explore the dependence of the spindle architecture on
mechanical, geometric, and structural parameters and initial
conditions (Fig. 5). Note that in the figures and videos, the
chromosome arms shown in the computational figures are
there for the visual effect only because in the models, the
chromosomes are point-like. The statistics of the simulated
spindles is summarized in Table S2.
Bipolar spindles do not assemble robustly in
unconfined geometry

We first explored the emerging spindle architecture without
the complexity of interacting with the cortex or being
restricted by the cell geometry. If only one type of force, the
CS-KT attraction, is present, the spindle collapses (Fig. 2 A,
inset): all CSs and chromosomes aggregate together. This
result is easy to understand: attraction brings the chromo-
somes to the CSs, whereas this very same attraction brings
other CSs to the aggregate. Note that the emerging number
438 Biophysical Journal 119, 434–447, July 21, 2020
of the CS clusters varies (Fig. 2), depending on the initial con-
ditions. All these clusters are very close to each other; they do
not merge because of the steric repulsion (volume exclusion)
effect; the effective energy barrier of pushing crowded chro-
mosomes between CSs out of the way is too high.

Adding the CS-chromosome arm repulsion to the CS-KT
attraction rescues the spindle: �40% of the emerged spin-
dles are bipolar (Fig. 2 B). The repulsion prevents the CSs
and the chromosomes from collapsing onto each other.
Indeed, because the CS-KT force is attractive and distance
independent, whereas the CS-chromosomal arm force is
repulsive, decreases with distance, and is greater than CS-
KTattraction at small distances, there is a stable mechanical
equilibrium such that the CSs and chromosomes tend to rest
at a finite distance from each other. Note that in the emerged
bipolar spindle at the inset of Fig. 2 B, the chromosomes
gather into a ‘‘doughnut,’’ and CSs are in two clusters
equidistant from the chromosomes. However, the bipolar
geometry is not robust: many multipolar or monopolar
spindles emerge, with chromosomes aggregating into one
complex-shaped manifold, and CSs are again equidistant
from this manifold, but not biclustered (Fig. 2 B, inset).
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FIGURE 3 Spindle assembly in the presence of the CS-cortex attraction without CS-CS attraction. CSs are yellow; chromosome arms are blue and white;

KTs are red. Representative simulation snapshots for bipolar configurations in the inset in cyan frame. (A) A collapsed spindle in the presence of the CS-KT

attraction and the absence of the inter-CS interaction. (B) Nonrobust emergence of the bipolar spindle in the presence of the CS-KT attraction and CS-chro-

mosome arm repulsion and in the absence of the inter-CS interaction. (C) Multipolar spindles develop under the sole influence of CS-chromosome arm repul-

sion. (D) A collapsed spindle when the CS-KT attraction is supplemented by the inter-CS repulsion. (E) Multipolar spindles develop when the CS-KT

attraction and CS-chromosome arm repulsion are supplemented by the inter-CS repulsion. (F) Multipolar spindles develop when the CS-chromosome

arm repulsion is combined with inter-CS repulsion. To see this figure in color, go online.

Multicentrosomal Clustering
If, instead of the CS-chromosome arm repulsion, only
CS-CS repulsion is combined with the CS-KT attraction,
the collapsed spindles are not rescued (Fig. 2 C). The reason
is that the total energies of both CS-KT attraction and CS-
chromosome arm repulsion scale as the product of the
numbers of the CSs and chromosomes, whereas the energy
of the CS-CS interactions scales with the square of the CS
number. The number of CSs is much smaller (more than
fivefold) than the number of the chromosomes, and the en-
ergy of attraction, in this case, overwhelms the repulsive
energy.

If we add the CS-CS repulsion to the interactions of the
CSs, KTs, and chromosome arms in the case depicted in
Fig. 2 B, the CSs tend to stay at a constant equilibrium dis-
tance from the chromosomes, and also as far as possible
from each other. This leads to the multipolar spindles, in
which all chromosomes aggregate at the center, whereas
the CSs are scattered uniformly across a spherical surface
centered at the chromosomal crowd (Fig. 2 D).

Finally, we turned to the case when CSs are mutually
attractive. As expected, when only attractive interac-
tions—CSs attract each other and KTs—are present, the
spindle collapses (Fig. 2 E).
When we add the CS-CS attraction to the case of Fig. 2
B—combined CS-KT attraction and CS-chromosome arm
repulsion—the multipolar spindles disappear because
now the CSs attract each other, and the majority of the
spindles are monopolar, with a single CS cluster at the cen-
ter and chromosomes scattered at a spherical surface
centered at the CS cluster (Fig. 2 F; Video S1). However,
some bipolar spindles also emerge, with the architecture
similar to those in the absence of the CS-CS attraction.
The reason is that the chromosomal ‘‘doughnut’’ in the
middle repels the CS clusters at both sides away from the
middle, creating the energy barriers, which the CS-CS
attraction cannot overcome.

In Fig. 2, A, C, and E, we obtain a majority of collapsed
spindles, whereas in Fig. 2 F, we get a majority of monop-
olar clusters. The collapsed spindle, in our classification,
is the one in which both CSs and chromosomes are aggre-
gated into a tight cluster (rigorously speaking, all bodies
in the cell belong to one interconnected cluster if two bodies
are considered connected when the distance between them is
no more than 2 mm). The monopolar spindle, on the other
hand, is the one with CSs being aggregated into a tight clus-
ter, whereas chromosomes are positioned away from the CS
Biophysical Journal 119, 434–447, July 21, 2020 439
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FIGURE 4 Spindle assembly in the presence of the CS attraction to each other and to the cortex. In all simulations reported here, the CS-CS attraction is

present. CSs are yellow; chromosome arms are blue and white; KTs are red. Representative simulation snapshots for bipolar configurations in the inset in

cyan frame. (A) Spindles collapse when CSs are attracted to KTs without the CS-cortex attraction. (B) Bipolar spindles emerge more robustly with the com-

bination of the CS-KT attraction and CS-chromosome arm repulsion in the absence of the CS-cortex attraction. (C) Multipolar spindles develop when only

the CS-chromosome arm repulsion, but not CS-KTattraction, acts in the absence of the CS-cortex attraction. (D) Spindles collapse when CSs are attracted to

KTs and to the cortex. (E) Bipolar spindles evolve most robustly when the CS-cortex attraction, CS-KTattraction, CS-chromosome arm repulsion, and CS-CS

attraction are combined. (F) Multipolar spindles develop when the CS-cortex attraction, CS-chromosome arm repulsion, and CS-CS attraction are combined

but the CS-KT attraction is absent. To see this figure in color, go online.
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cluster (so that all CSs belong to one interconnected cluster,
and no chromosome is connected to this cluster).

Lastly, in the absence of the CS-KT attraction, repulsion
of the CSs from the chromosome arms keeps the spindles
multipolar even in the presence of the CS-CS attraction
(Table S2). The bottom line is that the combination of
the CS-KT attraction with CS-chromosome arm repulsion
helps the bipolar spindles to emerge, but the bipolar archi-
tecture is not robust without interactions with the cell
boundary.
Without inter-CS attraction, bipolarity does not
emerge in cell confinement

Because the bipolar spindle architecture cannot be achieved
without interactions with the cell boundary, we next turned
to test the spindle mechanical equilibria in the cell confine-
ment. We found that other than in the case of the CS-CS
attraction, which we describe below, just confinement of
the spindle in the cell has the same effect as the CS-cortex
attraction (compare Figs. 3 and S1). Therefore, here we
440 Biophysical Journal 119, 434–447, July 21, 2020
only discuss the results in the presence of the CS-cortex
attraction.

We find that spindles collapse in the presence of the CS-
KT attraction and in the absence of the inter-CS interaction
(Fig. 3 A), the same as in the unconfined case. The only ef-
fect of the CS-cortex attraction is that the collapsed spindle
is located near the cortex. The collapse is not rescued by the
addition of the CS-CS repulsion (Fig. 3 D), the same as in
the unconfined case.

When we combine CS-KT attraction and CS-chromo-
some arm repulsion, the bipolar spindle geometry de-
velops (Fig. 3 B), but not robustly: only �40% of the
spindles are bipolar. Thus, the presence of the attraction
to the cortex does not make the bipolarity robust (compare
with Fig. 2 B) in the absence of the CS-CS interactions.
If we make the CS-CS interactions repulsive, then, as ex-
pected, all emerging spindles become multipolar (Fig. 3 E;
Video S2).

Lastly, if only CS-chromosome arm repulsion is present,
then, predictably and similar to the unconfined case,
the multipolar spindles emerge either in the absence
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FIGURE 5 Bipolar CS clustering is sensitive to mechanical and structural parameters and initial conditions. In all simulations, forces or parameters other

than varied ones are the same as those used in simulations for Fig. 4 E. (A) Percentage of the emerged bipolar spindle as the function of the amplitudes of the

CS-KTattraction and CS-chromosome arm repulsion. (B) Percentage of the emerged bipolar spindle as the function of the amplitudes of the CS-cortex attrac-

tion and CS-CS attraction. (C and D) Relative frequencies of the CS cluster numbers when eight CSs are initially localized in the same (C) and different (D)

hemispheres. (E) Scheme of the numerical experiment: the chromosomes are uniformly distributed along the circumference at the cell equator, and one CS is

placed at the cell pole while another CS is gradually moved from that pole to the other one. (F) Coordinates and angles of the numerical experiment. (G) Force

acting on the moving CS in the numerical experiment and respective energy of the system as a function of the inter-CS distance. To see this figure in color, go

online.
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(Fig. 3 C) or presence (Fig. 3 F) of the CS-CS repulsion.
To conclude, the confinement and attraction of the CSs to
the cortex does not make the bipolar spindle architecture
robust.
Combination of the CS attraction to the cortex, to
each other, and to KTs with repulsion from the
chromosomal arms makes the bipolar CS
clustering robust

We finally tested the few remaining cases in which CS-CS
attraction was present. We started with three cases of the
spindle confined in the cell but the CSs not being attracted
to the cortex and then explored the effect of the CS attrac-
tion to the cortex. Same as in the previously considered
cases, in the absence of the CS-chromosome arm repulsion,
the spindles collapsed in confinement (Fig. 4 A) and in the
presence of the CS-cortex attraction (Fig. 4 D). Similarly,
as in the previously considered cases, in the absence of
the CS-KT attraction, multipolar spindles emerged in
confinement (Fig. 4 C) and in the presence of the CS-cortex
attraction (Fig. 4 F).
Eventually, we explored the combination of the CS-KT
attraction, CS-chromosome arm repulsion, and CS-CS
attraction, which promotes the bipolarity nonrobustly in
the unconfined space (Fig. 2 F). We found that in confine-
ment, the bipolarity becomes more robust: �60% of the
evolved spindles were bipolar (Fig. 4 B), compared to
�40% in the unconfined case. An even better result is
achieved in the presence of the active CS-cortex attraction:
in �80% of cases, the CSs aggregated into two clusters
(Fig. 4 E; Video S3), creating the familiar ‘‘doughnut’’ chro-
mosome structure. The more robust bipolar CS clustering in
this last case is due to the attraction of the evolving opposite
CS clusters to the cortex that prevents them from falling
onto each other, assisted by the repulsion from the chromo-
somal ‘‘doughnut.’’ We visually inspected the geometries of
the chromosomal distributions in mono-, bi-, and multipolar
spindles (Table S3) and found that the doughnut-like chro-
mosome distribution is more characteristic of the bipolar
spindles, whereas these distributions in mono- and multi-
polar spindles are more irregular. Similar conclusions
were recently reached, both theoretically and experimen-
tally, in (59).
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Bipolar CS clustering is sensitive to mechanical,
geometric, and structural parameters and initial
conditions

Sensitivity to mechanical and structural parameters

To test how sensitive the spindle architecture is to the model
parameters, we varied single and pairs of parameters, keep-
ing the rest of the parameters equal to the base values listed
in Table S1 and repeated the simulations. Note that the base
parameter values predict the robust bipolar spindles reported
in Fig. 4 E. We found that two force balances have to hold
for the bipolarity. First, CS-KT attraction strength has to
be proportional to the CS repulsion from the chromosome
arms (Fig. 5 A); if the repulsion is weaker or stronger than
the attraction, then the spindle collapses or becomes multi-
polar. Second, the strength of the CS-CS attraction has to be
proportional to the CS-cortex attraction (Fig. 5 B); if the
interaction with the cortex is weaker or stronger than the
CS-CS attraction, then the spindle collapses or becomes
multipolar. The sensitivity of the spindle architecture to
the individual forces’ strengths is further demonstrated in
Fig. S2, B and C.

Next, we investigated sensitivity to varying force ranges.
Recall that the CS-KT attraction is distance independent in
the model, and so there are three force ranges in the
model—for the CS-chromosome arm repulsion and for the
CS-CS and CS-cortex attractions. We varied these ranges
and found that the range for the CS-chromosome arm repul-
sion has to be on the order of the cell radius (Fig. S2 A) for
two CS clusters to emerge. The reason is rather simple: if
this force range is too small, the repulsion is effectively
too weak, and the spindle collapses. In the other limit, the
repulsion is too strong, pushing the CSs into the cortex
too hard for the CS-CS attraction to cluster them. On the
other hand, the bipolarity is not very sensitive to the range
of the CS-CS attraction (Fig. S2 A). Finally, we also varied
the range of the CS-cortex attractions and found that this
length has to be much smaller than the cell size for the bipo-
lar spindles to emerge (Fig. S4 C). This can be explained if
one considers the integrated effect of the whole cortex on
one CS. It was demonstrated in several models (60) that if
the range of the attraction to the cortex is long enough,
then effectively, the force on the CS becomes centering. In
that case, all CSs are pulled to the cell center, creating the
monopolar spindle.

We investigated how the bipolar spindle length (pole-pole
distance between two CS clusters) depends on various pa-
rameters (Fig. S6). We found that the spindle length slightly
decreases with the growing CS number (Fig. S6 B) because
of the CS-CS attraction but in general is not very sensitive to
the CS and chromosome numbers (Fig. S6, A and B). The
numbers of CSs in two poles, which depend on initial con-
ditions, were not necessarily equal (Fig. S6 F), but the spin-
dle length was insensitive to the CS number distribution
(Fig. S6 C). The reason is that in the equilibrated spindle
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in the model, the distance of the CS clusters from the chro-
mosomal cluster is largely set by the balance of the CS-KT
attraction and CS-CH repulsion, and the attraction between
two CS clusters is too weak because these clusters are too far
away from each other.

Lastly, we repeated all simulations for the cells with two
CSs. As can be seen from Fig. S3, C and D, proper bipolar
architectures with the chromosomes between two segre-
gated CSs emerge most robustly when there are either no
CS-KT interactions or when CSs repel each other. This
makes easy physical sense: two CSs segregate better when
they repel, not attract, each other. The same conclusion
was reached in several previous models (19,33,34). Other
numerical tests are described in the Supporting Materials
and Methods.

Sensitivity to cell size and shape

We first investigated how the bipolarity, in the optimal case
corresponding to Fig. 4 E, depends on the size of a spherical
cell (Fig. S5 A). We found that as the cell radius increases,
the fraction of the monopolar spindles grows. This is easy to
understand: the limit of large cells is equivalent to the un-
confined case, in which the CS-CS attraction leads to CS ag-
gregation into a single cluster. Interestingly, at an
intermediate cell size, the fraction of multipolar spindles in-
creases sharply (Fig. S5 A) because the attraction to the
more expansive cortex allows space for more than two CS
clusters to not ‘‘feel’’ each other. We also checked how
the bipolarity depends on the elongation of one of the cell
axes, whereas the other two are constant and equal
(Fig. S5 B). We found that when one axis is much shorter
than two others, the monopolar fraction increases, for the
reason explained in the next paragraph. (For the same phys-
ical reason, when one axis elongates but two others shorten,
keeping the cell volume constant (Fig. S5 C), the fraction of
monopolar spindles increases: chromosomes spread from
one elongated end of the cell to another, leaving the CSs
too close to each other at the small circular cross section
of the cell.) However, when one axis is much longer than
two others, the multipolar fraction increases because the
cortex area is too great, allowing the coexistence of multiple
CS clusters. Importantly, this prediction is consistent
with observations of Kwon et al. (5) that spherical cells
form bipolar spindles, whereas elongated cells have
more multipolar spindles. Noteworthy is that nonuniform,
cell-geometry-dependent attraction to the cortex may be
similarly responsible for the multipolarity observed in the
experiments.

We repeated the simulations with parameters correspond-
ing to the conditions most favorable for the spindle bipo-
larity (Fig. 4 E) in a drastically flattened cell (Fig. S5,
D–G), with the volume equal to the volume of the basic
cell shape. In the flat cell, the fraction of the bipolar spindles
is significantly diminished. The reasons are twofold: first,
clusters of the chromosomes sometimes span the space
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between the virtually flat proximal cell surfaces so that CSs
do not have sufficient space to navigate around these clus-
ters and thus fail to reach other CSs, which promotes multi-
polarity. Second, when a bipolar spindle does emerge, the
chromosomal doughnut aligns with the large radius of the
flattened cell (around the equator), whereas the two CS clus-
ters reside at the ‘‘north and south poles’’ (at the opposite
ends of the shortest axis of the cell). Because in this config-
uration, the distance between the poles is small, the two-
cluster attraction is too strong and the repulsive effect of
the chromosomal arms barrier is too weak because the cell
equator is too far from its poles. These results may be rele-
vant for understanding the reason for the rounding up of
mitotic cells (61).

We also investigated how the spindle length depended on
the cell size and shape when the spindle is bipolar (Fig. S6,
D and E). We found that in the spherical cell, the spindle
length scales with the cell size in small cells, but then, curi-
ously, after reaching a maximum for the cell with a radius 30
mm, decreases to a cell-size-independent length for larger
cells (Fig. S6 D). The reason is that, according to the model,
two CS clusters are kept near the opposite poles of the cell
by the attraction to the cortex in smaller cells, whereas in
larger cells, the cortex attraction fails to stretch the spindle
against the internal force balance. Similar scaling (without
the maximum at an intermediate cell size) was observed (re-
viewed in (62)); however, multiple complex mechanisms,
not just simple mechanics, are responsible for the scaling.
This effect depends not only on the size but also on the
shape of the cell (Fig. S6 E).

Sensitivity to the initial conditions

How important is it where the CSs are placed initially, at the
end of prophase—early prometaphase? We simulated two
scenarios: first, the CSs were scattered uniformly across
the whole cell; second, the CSs were located with uniform
probability only in half (one hemisphere) of the cell.
Fig. 5, C andD show that in the first case, the bipolar spindle
evolves, whereas in the second case, the monopolar one
does. The explanation is that if initially the CSs are close
together, their attraction overcomes the repulsion of a small
number of the chromosome arms between the individual
CSs. Thus, the proper spindle architecture is sensitive not
only to the mechanical parameters but also to the initial con-
ditions. The same conclusion holds for the cell with two
(Fig. S4, E and F) or more CSs, including both even and
odd number of CSs (Fig. S7, A and B).

Mechanical energy landscape of the bipolar spindle

To have a better understanding of the spindle bipolarity, we
considered a simple analytical model, mimicking the proper
spindle geometry: the chromosomes arranged uniformly in
an annular-shaped ring of inner radius ra and outer radius
rb (Table S1) within a spherical cell of radius Rcell (Fig. 5,
E and F). Two CSs are positioned on the axis through the
center of the ring, perpendicular to the plane of the ring.
In the presence of the CS-chromosome arm repulsion and
CS-KT and CS-CS attraction, we calculated (Supporting
Materials and Methods) the configuration’s energy as a
function of the CS-CS distance when one CS is at the left
from the chromosomal ring and another moves to the right
along the axis. Fig. S4 H shows that when there is no CS-
CS interaction, there is a double-well energy profile for
this spindle, with equally deep energy wells. Each well cor-
responds to a CS being at a mechanically equilibrium dis-
tance from the chromosomal ring, at which the CS-KT
and CS-chromosome arm forces are balanced to zero.
Because the CSs do not interact in this case, the mono-
and bipolar spindles have the same energies, with a signifi-
cant energy barrier between them, because of the difficulty
of pushing the CS through the chromosomal ring. If we add
the CS-CS attraction, the double-well energy profile
changes, with the well corresponding to the monopolar spin-
dle becoming deeper than the well corresponding to the bi-
polar spindle (Fig. 5 G). This explains why the monopolar
spindles are the most stable (see the Supporting Materials
and Methods); however, the bipolar spindle is very stable
as well because the energy barrier between them remains
significant. Similar conclusions were recently reached in
(59). Lastly, this result also illustrates the predicted sensi-
tivity to the initial conditions: if we start with both CSs to
the left from the chromosomes, they both ‘‘fall’’ into the
same energy well, making the monopolar spindle, but if
initially, the CSs are at the opposite sides of the chromo-
somes, they each ‘‘fall’’ into their own energy well, making
the bipolar spindle.
DISCUSSION

In this study, we examined computationally mechanical re-
quirements for the bipolar CS clustering and reached the
following conclusions. Four types of forces are necessary
for the bipolar spindle architecture: CS attraction to each
other, to the KTs, and to the cortex and CS repulsion from
the chromosome arms. For these forces to be sufficient for
the bipolarity, four further conditions have to be met: CS
attraction to each other needs to be proportional to the
attraction to the cell cortex, CS attraction to the KTs has
to be proportional to the repulsion from the chromosome
arms, interactions of the CSs with both KTs and chromo-
some arms have to be on the scale of the cell size, and CS
attraction to the cortex has to be short-ranged. The physical
explanation of the bipolarity under these conditions is this:
the balance of the constant attraction to the KTs and repul-
sion from the chromosome arms decreasing with distance on
the scale of the cell places CSs at certain equilibrium dis-
tance from the chromosomes, and this equilibrium distance
is on the order of the cell size. If CSs attract each other and
attraction to the cortex is strong near the cortex, then,
providing that initially the CSs are scattered around the
Biophysical Journal 119, 434–447, July 21, 2020 443
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cell, proximal CSs start clustering into greater and greater
clusters, and at some point, there is one cluster in one hemi-
sphere of the cell and another one in another hemisphere.
Most of the chromosomes trying to stay away from both
CS clusters are in the middle, creating a barrier for the CS
clusters; in addition, the cortex pulls two CS clusters into
the opposite directions, stabilizing the bipolarity. If the
attraction to the cortex is global, nothing can prevent the
collapse of the two clusters.

The simulations, interestingly, successfully reproduce the
characteristic ‘‘doughnut-like’’ spatial organization of chro-
mosomes in prometaphase (63). The physical explanation is
that for chromosomes staying away from two opposite CS
clusters at the cell poles, the doughnut around the cell equa-
tor is the place where all chromosomes are at equilibrium
distance from the cell poles.

If CSs attract each other but the interactions with the cor-
tex are weak, CSs cluster into one group at the cell center,
chromosomes spread over the cortical surface, and the mo-
nopolar spindle emerges. If, on the other hand, the interac-
tions with the cortex are weak but CSs repel each other
(or do not interact with each other), the chromosomes gather
at the center, whereas CSs spread randomly over the cortex,
making the multipolar spindle. Also, if there is no connec-
tion between the KTs and CSs, the spindle is multipolar.
Both mono- and multipolar spindles were observed. Finally,
without the repulsion from the chromosome arms, the whole
spindle collapses; this, to our knowledge, was never
observed, perhaps because there is always some repulsion
from the chromosome arms.

Our model predictions are in general qualitative agree-
ment with the published data: minus-end motors dynein
(13) and kinesin-14 (5,12), normally associated with attrac-
tive forces in multiple models, are needed for CS clustering,
suggesting that both attractions of CSs to the cortex and
each other are necessary. Higher activity of the plus-end ki-
nesin-5 motor, normally associated with repulsive forces in
multiple models, diminishes the clustering effect (64). Per-
turbations of chromokinesins that contribute to the repulsion
of the CSs from the chromosome arms leads to spindle de-
fects (65,66). A number of studies suggested that MTs, MT-
associated proteins, and motors, affecting not only cortex
and CS-CS forces but also CS-KT forces, contribute to clus-
tering (5,13,67,68). This is in agreement with the prediction
that magnitude of the CS-KTattraction affects the clustering
effect (Fig. 5 A; Fig. S2 B). A few studies demonstrated that
although inactivation of one type of motor disrupts spindle
morphology, the phenotype can be rescued by simultaneous
inactivation of another, opposing motor (69–71). Such pair-
wise inactivation of opposite motors is likely to diminish
two opposing forces while keeping their ratio unchanged,
and so the stability of the spindle morphology under such
double perturbations is consistent with the model. CSs
that lack chromosomes between them do not form a stable
spindle-like MT array (72), in agreement with the model.
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The predicted sensitivity to the initial conditions—defects
in the spindle architecture when the CSs are initially too
close to each other—was documented in (73).

It was shown that if the interaction of CSs with the cortex
is not uniform, but rather CSs attract local patches on the
cortex, which is the case for cells with anisotropic and het-
erogeneous adhesion patterns, then multipolarity of the
spindle is enhanced (5,16,17). Though we have not simu-
lated such a situation explicitly (this is a worthy future
effort), qualitatively, it is clear that more than two localized
adhesive patches would attract locally smaller CS clusters,
preventing them from merging into bigger ones. The model
also gives insight into the nontrivial role of cell shape in
positioning and shaping the spindle (74).

It is thought-provoking to explore the progression of the
spindle through stages of mitosis from the model’s point
of view. There are no MT-KT connections in early prometa-
phase, so the model says that at this stage, the spindles in
multi-CS cells are multipolar. Later, when enough MT-KT
connections are made, CS clustering follows. Interestingly,
multipolar spindles in early prometaphase and CS clusters
in late prometaphase actually were observed in Drosophila
SakOE neuroblast spindles (75), in agreement with the pre-
diction. This sequence of events, in fact, could enforce
initial conditions benefitting later bipolarity by pushing
apart CSs at the early stage, preventing all of them from
ending up in the same hemisphere of the cell.

Molecular mechanisms underlying proportional scaling
of the opposing pairs of forces in the spindle, each of which
depends on many independent factors such as motor and MT
densities and organelle sizes, remain elusive. Many various
combinations of molecular motors can generate forces
necessary for the bipolar CS clustering. To explore relevant
molecular pathways deeper, agent-based modeling will be
needed. Such stochastic modeling will also circumvent the
problem of choosing ‘‘temperature’’ in our energy-minimi-
zation approach: the temperatures associated with the heat
bath in the Monte Carlo simulation algorithm are manifesta-
tions of stochastic fluctuations arising from the MT dynamic
instability and finite numbers and stochastic dynamics of the
motors. Besides stochastic effects, other aspects of the spin-
dle mechanics will have to be considered to make the model
less simplistic. Those include the influence of merotelic er-
rors of assembly on the force balance (25), space-dependent
motor regulation (15), viscoelastic properties of the spindle
(23), anisotropy of the MT asters around CSs (40,76), and
role of the cortex flow in bringing CSs together (77), not
to mention biophysical details of the magnitudes and spatial
dependencies of the forces in the spindle that remain under-
researched (22,47,78).

The predicted conditions for the spindle bipolarity in
multi-CS cells are stringent, including proportionality of
two pairs of forces as well as strict limits on the ranges
of these forces. (It is worth noting that the proportionality
of pairs of opposing forces was also predicted for length
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regulation of spindles in the early Drosophila embryo (34).)
These predicted scaling and force ranges probably indicate
that multiple mechanochemical feedbacks, the molecular
nature of which is unknown, robustly regulate the mechan-
ical parameters to satisfy exactly these conditions. Another
possibility is that additional mechanisms are in place to
make the bipolar CS clustering more robust. One distinct
possibility is that CSs are not equal; our model suggests
that the robust bipolar spindle emerges in two-CS cells
when these CSs repel each other. If these two CSs are
made ‘‘dominant,’’ whereas other CSs are ‘‘inactivated,’’
or if CSs are attracted not individually to each other, but
rather to poles of a dominant interpolar MT bundle (both
ideas are reviewed in (4)), then the bipolar spindle could
emerge more robustly. Yet another factor that could enhance
the robustness is a nonisotropic CS-cortex interaction. Last,
but not least, there is no ‘‘the’’ spindle: different cell types
evolved to use differently the common molecular toolbox
to build bipolar spindles (79). Comparing design principles
behind different mechanisms to cluster multiple CSs in
mitosis is one of the future goals.
CONCLUSIONS

To assemble the bipolar spindle in a multicentrosomal cell,
the CSs have to attract proportionally to each other and to
the cell cortex; also, CSs need to have a proportional attrac-
tion to the KTs and repulsion from the chromosome arms. In
addition, the CS-cortex interaction has to be short-ranged,
whereas the ranges of the CS-KT and CS-chromosome
arm interactions have to be comparable with the cell size.
Without CS-chromosome arm repulsion, the spindles
collapse. Without CSs being attracted to the cortex, monop-
olar spindles evolve if CSs mutually attract and multipolar
spindles if CSs do not interact or repel each other. Spindle
architecture is sensitive to initial conditions.
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Mechanics of multi-centrosomal clustering in bipolar
mitotic spindles
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Additional examination of the model behavior
We explored the influence of an additional CS-CS force with the length-dependence different from the exponential one: it was
shown theoretically that when antiparallel MTs emanating from two CSs overlap, and crosslinking molecular motors at the
overlap initiate MT sliding, that the resulting force foverlap and corresponding potential energy of moving a CS from distance
r1 to r2 keeping the other CS fixed are :

foverlap = f (0)
overlap

re−r/L1 , 4ECS−CS = − f (0)
overlap

∫ r2

r1

re−r/L1 dr . (S1)

We tested what happens if the CSs interact by a combination of the attractive and repulsive forces. The former can arise
when MTs from one CS are reeled in by minus-end directed Dynein motors on another CS. The latter can be generated by
plus-end directed Kinesin-5 motors on the antiparallel overlaps between the MTs extending from the interacting CSs. In the first
case, the attractive force decreases with distance exponentially, while in the second case, the force is small at small and great
distances and is maximal at an intermediate distance. As expected, there has to be a linearly proportional balance between
the attractive and repulsive forces for the bipolar spindle to emerge (Fig. S4A, B). If instead of plus-end directed Kinesin-5
motors, minus-end directed Kinesin-14 motors are dominant at the MT overlaps, then forces generated by both Dynein and
Kinesin-14 become attractive, but their distance-dependencies are different. In that case, the motors complement each other: if
one is weaker, another one has to be stronger for the bipolar spindle to emerge (Fig. S4D).

The bipolar spindles emerge under many different force combinations, albeit with different frequencies. We tested how the
length (pole-to-pole distance) of these spindles depended on the force combinations. Fig. S3A, B demonstrates that to have a
proper spindle length (comparable with the cell size), the only condition is that CS-chromosome arm repulsion must be present;
other forces do not matter. (They, of course, affect the probability of the bipolarity.) This is one more demonstration of the
crucial role of the CS-chromosome arm repulsion.

Chromosome number varies depending on the cell type, and so we explored how the bipolarity depends on the chromosome
number. We found that the percentage of bipolar spindles decreases with the decreasing chromosome number (Fig. S2D). The
reason is that smaller numbers of chromosome arms do not repel the CSs strong enough lowering the energy barrier between the
mono- and bipolar configurations. Another reason is that stochastic effects increase with the decreasing number of interacting
bodies, effectively enhancing the probability of converging to the lowest energy, monopolar configuration.

Calculation of energy for different spindle configurations
Each of the evolved spindles corresponds to a local minimum in the mechanical energy landscape. We took all mono-, bi- and
multipolar spindles evolved in the simulations with various force combinations, and computed the mechanical energies of each
respective configuration of CSs and chromosomes obtained at the end of each stochastic simulations by using the following
algorithm. As the chromosomes do not interact with each other, except by the steric repulsion, we start with the chromosomes
distributed in the cell exactly as they are at the end of a simulation, with no CSs in the cell, and assign zero energy to this initial
condition. Let {ri} be the position of the CSs and {di j} to be the Euclidean distance between two CSs positioned at ri and rj
respectively at the end of the simulation. We then bring the CSs one by one from∞ to ri .

1. The following algorithm is used to evaluate the total energy due to the inter-CS attraction.
a. We evaluate the potential energy of bringing the ith CS from∞ to ri in presence of other (i - 1) CSs which are kept fixed at
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their individual locations as follows:

4Ei = −

i−1∑
j=1

∫ di j

∞

f (0)
CS−CS

e−r/L1 dr . (S2)

b. We perform the same task for all CSs and compute the net energy by summing over all the 4Eis. Note that if 4Ei j is the
energy of interactions of ith and j th CSs, this algorithm gives us the sum of all pairwise interaction energies as follows:

NCS∑
i=2

i−1∑
j=1
4E i j

CS−CS
= −

NCS∑
i=2

i−1∑
j=1

∫ di j

∞

fCS−CS(0)e−r/L1 dr (S3)

2. We evaluate the total energy of the CS-KT attraction as follows:

NCS∑
i=1

NKT∑
j=1
4E i j

CS−KT
= −

NCS∑
i=1

NCH∑
j=1

∫ d
i j
CS−CH

dc

f (0)
CS−KT

dr . (S4)

Here, di j
CS−CH

is the distance between the ith CS and the j th chromosome. As the CS-KT attraction is constant and acting only
inside the cell, the cutoff distance, dc , for the effective CS-KT attraction is chosen as the diameter of the cell. As we have the
elliptical cell with semi-major and semi-minor axes 20, 15, 15 µm, we considered the cutoff distance dc = 2 × 20 µm= 40 µm
in the simulation.
3. We evaluate the total energy of the CS-chromosome arm repulsion as follows:

NCS∑
i=1

NCH∑
j=1
4E i j

CS−CH
= −

NCS∑
i=1

NCH∑
j=1

∫ d
i j
CS−CH

∞

f (0)
CS−CH

e−r/L1 dr . (S5)

4. We evaluate the total energy of the CS-cortex attraction as follows:

NCS∑
i=1
4E i

CS−CRTX = −

NCS∑
i=1

∫
Ω

ds
∫ d

(i)
CS−CRTX

(s)

∞

f (0)
CS−CRTX

e−r/L2 dr . (S6)

Here, d(i)
CS−CRTX

(s) is the distance between ith CS and the point with coordinate s on the cortex.
The average computed energies are reported in Fig. S4G. There are two nontrivial lessons from Fig. S4G: first, the energy

differences, under any given force combination, between mono-, bi- and multipolar spindles are much smaller than the average
energy of all spindles under given conditions. This does not mean that the cell can easily change the spindle geometry or that
significant stochasticity can destabilize the spindle because energy barriers between the spindles could be significant. The
second lesson is that under all but one condition, the monopolar spindle has the lowest energy (which does not necessarily mean
that such spindle is the most stable), followed by the bipolar, and the multipolar spindle. The only case when the bipolar spindle
has the lowest energy is when the forces of the CS-CS and CS-cortex attractions are absent.

Analysis of the energy change upon continuous shift of one CS along the spindle axis and
through the ring of chromosomes
We consider the chromosomes to be spatially organized in an annular shaped ring of inner radius ra and outer radius rb
(Table S1) within a spherical cell of radius Rcell (Table S1). Two CSs are placed on the axis through the center of the ring,
perpendicular to the plane into which the ring is embedded into. The chromosome density in the annular ring can be written as
ρch = Nch/[π(r2

b
− r2

a)]. The CS-chromosome arm repulsion can be evaluated as follows:

®f rep
CS−CH

(x) =
∫ 2π

0

∫ rb

ra

ρchRdθdR fCS−CH (r) cos θ ′

= 2πρch
∫ rb

ra

R fCS−CH (r) cos θ ′dR

= 2πρch f (0)
CS−CH

∫ rb

ra

e−
√
R2+x2/L1

x
√

R2 + x2
dR

= 2πρch f (0)
CS−CH

xL1
[
e−
√
r2
a+x

2/L1 − e−
√
r2
b
+x2/L1 ] . (S7)
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The energy to bring over a CS from∞ to x under the influence of the above mentioned force field is:

Erep
CS−CH

(x) = −

∫ x

∞

2πρch f (0)
CS−CH

L1

[
xe−
√
r2
a+x

2/L1 − xe−
√
r2
b
+x2/L1

]
dx

= −2πρch f (0)
CS−CH

(L1)
2
[
e−

√
r2
b
+x2/L1

(√
r2
b
+ x2 + L1

)
−e−
√
r2
a+x

2/L1

(√
r2
a + x2 + L1

)]
. (S8)

Similarly, we compute the net force on the CS due to the constant CS-KT attraction as follows. KTs are uniformly arranged
in a circle of radius R (Table S1), we can define the density of KTs ρKT = Nch/πR2. Then:

®f attrCS−KT (x) = ρKT R
∫ 2π

0
dθ f (0)

CS−KT
cos θ ′

= 2πρKT f (0)
CS−KT

xR√
(R2 + x2)

. (S9)

The energy of bringing a CS under the influence of this force field from∞ to x is:

Eattr
CS−KT (x) = −

∫ x

∞

2πρKT f (0)
CS−KT

R
xdx

√
R2 + x2

= −

∫ x

xd

2πρKT f (0)
CS−KT

R
xdx

√
R2 + x2

= −Nch f (0)
CS−KT

(√
R2 + x2 −

√
R2 + x2

d

)
. (S10)

Here we assume that the CS-KT attraction is constant for x ≤ xd (Table S1), elsewhere it vanishes.
If a CS is fixed at x ′ and another CS is placed at x, the inter-CS attraction can be written as:

fCS−CS(|x − x ′ |) = − f (0)
CS−CS

e−|x−x
′ |/L1 . (S11)

The energy of bringing one CS to x from∞ in the presence of another CS fixed at x ′ is therefore:

ECS−CS(|x − x ′ |) = f (0)
CS−CS

∫ |x−x′ |

∞

e−|x−x
′ |/L1 d |x − x ′ |

= − f (0)
CS−CS

L1e−|x−x
′ |/L1 . (S12)

The total energy Etot (x) is obtained by summing the energies of CS-chromosome arm repulsion, CS-KT attraction and
inter-CS attraction, respectively:

Etot (x) = Erep
CS−CH

(x) + Eattr
CS−KT (x) + ECS−CS(|x − x ′ |). (S13)

We plot the total energy Etot (x) as a function of x, the axial distance between the CS and the center of the circular
chromosomal ring (Fig. 5G, Fig. S4H).
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FIGURE S1 Spindle assembly in the cellular confinement in the absence of the CS-cortex attraction and without CS-CS
attraction. CSs are yellow; chromosome arms are blue-and-white; KTs are red. Representative simulation snapshots for bipolar
configurations in the inset are bordered in cyan frame. (A) Collapsed spindle in the presence of the CS-KT attraction and the
absence of the inter-CS interaction. (B) Non-robust emergence of the bipolar spindle in the presence of the CS-KT attraction,
CS-chromosome arm repulsion, and the absence of the inter-CS interaction. (C) Multipolar spindles develop under the sole
influence of CS-chromosome arm repulsion. (D) Collapsed spindle when the CS-KT attraction is supplemented by the inter-CS
repulsion. (E) Multipolar spindles develop when the CS-KT attraction and CS-chromosome arm repulsion are supplemented by
the inter-CS repulsion. (F) Multipolar spindles develop when the CS-chromosome arm repulsion is combined with inter-CS
repulsion.
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attraction but insensitive to that of the CS-CS attraction. (C) The bipolarity is sensitive to the amplitude of the CS-chromosome
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number of chromosomes. The statistics for 46 chromosomes (enclosed by dashed rectangle) represents the case of Fig. 4E.
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FIGURE S3 Dependence of the spindle characteristics on the force combinations. (A) Average pole-pole distance between two
CS clusters in the bipolar spindles assembling under the influence of various force balances in unconfined geometry. 3(7)
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FIGURE S6 Additional features in bipolar spindles. (A) Average pole-pole distance between two CS clusters in the bipolar
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two CS clusters in the bipolar spindles when the total number of CSs are varied (B), and kept fixed at 8 but segregated in
clusters of different proportions between the poles (C). (D-E) Dependence of average pole-pole distance on cell radius (D), and
cell shape (E). (F) Distributions of the number of CSs per cluster at the poles in the bipolar spindles.
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SUPPORTING MOVIES
M1. Dynamic exploration of the energy space in the presence of intercentrosomal attraction, centrosome-kinetochore attraction
and centrosome-chromosome arm repulsion in unconfined geometry results in the monopolar spindle. CSs are yellow;
chromosome arms are blue-and-white; KTs are red.
M2. Dynamic exploration of the energy space in the presence of intercentrosomal repulsion, centrosome-kinetochore attraction,
centrosome-chromosome arm repulsion and centrosome-cortex attraction results in the multipolar spindle. CSs are yellow;
chromosome arms are blue-and-white; KTs are red.
M3. Dynamic exploration of the energy space in the presence of intercentrosomal attraction, centrosome-kinetochore attraction,
centrosome-chromosome arm repulsion and centrosome-cortex attraction results in the bipolar spindle. CSs are yellow;
chromosome arms are blue-and-white; KTs are red.

CODE
Numerical code is hosted at and can be downloaded from https://github.com/sarkarapurba/MultiCentrosomalClustering.git
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Parameters Description Value Notes & references

f (0)
CS−CS

amplitude of
intercentrosomal attraction (repulsion) -1.5 (1.5) pN

Ratios of these forces, optimal for the
bipolarity conditions, are found by

f (0)
overlap

amplitude of
intercentrosomal attraction (repulsion) ∼ ±1 pN/µm numerical experiments. The absolute

values of the force magnitudes do not,

f (0)
CS−KT

amplitude of
centrosome-kinetochore attraction -4.0 pN

in fact, affect the predicted behavior.
Nevertheless, the assumed dimensional
values are consistent with the force of a

f (0)
CS−CH

amplitude of
centrosome-chromosome arm repulsion 10 pN

few molecular motors per each interaction
between any pair of bodies in the spindle.

For details, see (1)

f (0)
CS−CRTX

amplitude of the centrosome-cortex attraction -0.4 pN/µm2 found by numerical experimentation;
consistent with measurements in (2).

L1 range of CS-CH and CS-CS interactions 20 µm
found by numerical experimentation; The
bipolarity is favored if this parameter is on

the order of the cell radius.

L2 range of CS-cortex interaction 5 µm
found by numerical experimentation;

The bipolarity is favored if this parameter is
3-6 times smaller than the cell radius.

Lmerge
merging distance below which

centrosomes are considered clustered 1.5 µm Order of magnitude of CS size (3)

β inverse temperature 100 (pN × µm)−1 found by numerical experimentation; this parameter
does not affect biology-relevant predictions.

additional parameters for analytical model

ra, rb
inner and outer radius of

the annular chromosome arrangement 12, 16 µm 
R

radius of the circular ring
where kinetochores are arranged 14 µm (4)

Rcell radius of the cell 20 µm

xd cut off distance for kinetochore fiber attraction 20 µm Taken equal to the cell radius

Table S1. List of model parameters
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Geometry Interactions Polarity (%)
RemarksCS − CS CS − KT CS − CH CS − CRT X mono-

polar
bi-

polar
multi-
polar(-ve) (+ve) (-ve)

Unconfined

7 3 7 7 8 29∗ 63∗
7 7 3 7 0 0 100
7 3 3 7 7.2 43.3† 49.5 (5, 6)a3

3(-ve) 3 7 7 8.7 28.3∗ 63∗
3(-ve) 7 3 7 1.8 5.5 92.7
3(-ve) 3 3 7 70.3 28.4 1.4 (6)a1

3(+ve) 3 7 7 5.5 30.2∗ 64.3∗ 
{ (7)b }

3(+ve) 7 3 7 0 0 100
3(+ve) 3 3 7 0 0 100 (6)a2

Confined
(cortical pull
absent)

7 3 7 7 4 15∗ 81∗
7 7 3 7 0 0 100
7 3 3 7 3 36.5 60.5 (6)a3

3(-ve) 3 7 7 6 13∗ 61∗
3(-ve) 7 3 7 0 0 100
3(-ve) 3 3 7 26 60.5 13.5
3(+ve) 3 7 7 5 19.5∗ 75.5∗ 

{ (7)b }
3(+ve) 7 3 7 0 0 100
3(+ve) 3 3 7 0 0 100 (6)a2

Confined
(cortical pull
present)

7 3 7 3 2.5 17∗ 80.5∗
7 7 3 3 0 0 100
7 3 3 3 1 42.5 56.5

3(-ve) 3 7 3 3 17.5∗ 79.5∗
3(-ve) 7 3 3 0 0 100 (8)c
3(-ve) 3 3 3 11 78 11
3(+ve) 3 7 3 2 20.5∗ 77.5∗ 3(+ve) 7 3 3 0 0 100 {(6, 9)b}
3(+ve) 3 3 3 0 0 100

TABLE S2 Statistics of the CS clusters. ‘-ve’ (‘+ve’) denotes attractive (repulsive) force fields. ∗ Nearly collapsed CS-
chromosome aggregate with 2 or more CS clusters. † A mixture of proper bipolar configurations with chromosomes at the
midzone between two CS clusters and abnormal structures with 2 CS clusters. The values written in bold indicate significant
number of bipolar clusters (> 35 %) among a mixed population of mono-/bi-/multi-polar centrosomal assemblies.
a. Kinesin-5 inhibition relates to monopolarity whereas dynein inhibition leads to unfocussed poles. Interestingly, double
inhibition of dynein and kinesin-5 rescues bipolarity. In our model, kinesin-5 inhibition corresponds to the absence of CS-CS
repulsion (a1) and dynein inhibition – to the absence of CS attraction to each other and cortex (a2). Hence, the double inhibition
correlates with a force landscape having only two forces: CS-KT attraction and CS-chromosome arm repulsion (a3). Moreover,
the over-expression of NuMA corresponds to the inhibition of CS-CS attraction promoting multipolarity. Mechanistically, this
may also correlate with the presence of CS-CS repulsion and multipolarity (a2).
b. Plus end-directed Kinesin-5 activity on MTs plays a pivotal role in CS-CS repulsion. Experimentally it is observed that
Kinesin-5 overexpression correlates with multipolar spindles. Our model also features multipolarity in the presence of CS-CS
repulsion.
c. Loss of tension across K-fibres following the knockdown of proteins responsible for the CS-KT interaction leads to
multipolarity.
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Shapes of space in which chromosomes are packed in bipolar spindles

Geometry CS-CS
attraction

CS-KT
attraction

CS-CH
repulsion

CS-CRTX
attraction Doughnut with a gap Perfect doughnut Sample size

Unconfined 7 3 3 7 29 7 36
Confined 3 3 3 3 44 18 62
Confined 3 3 3 7 52 12 64
Confined 7 3 3 3 26 14 40
Confined 7 3 3 7 27 13 40

Shapes of space in which chromosomes are packed in monopolar spindles

Geometry CS-CS
attraction

CS-KT
attraction

CS-CH
repulsion

CS-CRTX
attraction Improper doughnut† Random shape∗∗ Sample size

Unconfined 7 3 3 7 7 0 7
Confined 3 3 3 3 22 0 22
Confined 3 3 3 7 18 34 52
Confined 7 3 3 3 2 0 2
Confined 7 3 3 7 2 4 6

Shapes of space in which chromosomes are packed in multipolar spindles

Geometry CS-CS
attraction

CS-KT
attraction

CS-CH
repulsion

CS-CRTX
attraction Improper doughnut† Single cluster Multiple clusters‡‡ Sample size

Unconfined 7 3 3 7 26 2 4 32
Confined 3 3 3 3 4 0 11 15
Confined 3 3 3 7 12 2 9 23
Confined 7 3 3 3 28 3 15 46
Confined 7 3 3 7 32 2 9 43

Table S3. Classification of the shapes in which chromosomes are packed in bi/mono/multi-polar spindles. † Sparsely distributed
chromosomes compared to the doughnuts in bipolar scenario. ∗∗ Randomly distributed chromosomes, being roughly equidistant
from the monopolar CS cluster. ‡‡ Often two large clusters with few stray chromosomes dispersed around.
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